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Abstract—Stub autonomous systems usually utilize multiple
links to single or multiple ISPs. Today, inbound traffic en-
gineering is considered hard, as there is no direct way to
influence routing decisions on remote systems with BGP. Current
traffic engineering methods built on top of BGP are heuristic
and time-consuming. The Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol
(LISP) promises to change that. In this paper, we conduct the
first comprehensive evaluation of LISP and its built-in traffic
engineering methods on a real-world testbed. First, we compare
LISP to plain BGP and BGP advertising more specific prefixes.
This comparison shows that LISP allows effective load-balancing
with an accuracy of approximately 5%, while being easier to
configure than BGP and its variants. Further experiments show
that these results are independent from the number of concurrent
streams.

Index Terms—LISP, Traffic Engineering, BGP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stub autonomous systems (AS) are increasingly using mul-
tiple links to connect to multiple ISPs. With BGP, AS have
complete control over their outbound traffic, however, engi-
neering the inbound traffic is much harder. In the past, various
heuristics for BGP (e.g., AS path prepending, more specific
advertisements, etc. [8], [12], [14]) have been proposed.

Today, the Routing Research Group (RRG) of the Internet
Research Task Force (IRTF) is discussing different candidates
to replace BGP. While the focus of these discussions is mostly
scalability and performance, additional built-in capabilities,
such as traffic engineering, might be a differentiation factor.
LISP is one promising new routing architecture (specified in
RFCs 6830-6836 [9]), which specifies built-in traffic engineer-
ing capabilities.

Using a real-world testbed we are able to analyze LISP
and the built-in traffic engineering method. Focusing on two
different scenarios for multi-homed stub AS, we can show that
LISP offers reliable and easy to configure traffic engineering
capabilities.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II shortly
introduces and discusses the traffic engineering capabilities of
LISP and different heuristics for BGP. Section III explains the
setup of the experiments and presents the results. Section IV
compares our contribution to related work, before Section V
concludes the paper.

II. INBOUND INTERDOMAIN TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

Interdomain traffic engineering had gathered considerable
attention over the past years as traffic between AS has steadily

increased [4]. A survey on general Internet traffic engineering
is given by Wang et al. [14]. As BGP currently is used as
EGP, only BGP was investigated. It is crucial to revive these
efforts with the introduction of new routing architectures [3].

In this section we will first introduce guidelines for traffic
engineering with an emphasis on stub AS and inbound traffic.
Then we will shortly introduce common heuristics for BGP,
before discussing the capabilities of LISP.

A. Guidelines for Traffic Engineering

Interdomain traffic engineering influences the routing deci-
sions of other AS. [6], [7] propose a set of guidelines, which
are summarized into four bullet points in [14]:

1) Predictable traffic flow changes
2) Limiting the influence of neighboring domains
3) Reducing the overhead of routing changes
4) Prefer customer routes

From these guidelines, the first three are of importance for
inbound traffic engineering in stub AS. The last objective,
however, is only applicable for either outbound or transit
traffic.

B. BGP

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a distance-vector
routing protocol, currently used as the exterior gateway pro-
tocol [11]. Routing reachability information is passed hop-by-
hop using route advertisements, with several attributes attached
to it. Each router evaluates all incoming routes based on the
attributes and only forwards the best routes to the neighbor
routers. These routes are also used to forward packets.

BGP traffic engineering leverages this process by manip-
ulating BGP attributes to influence remote routers decisions.
This section will shortly explain the different possible methods
and describe the methods which were selected to be compared
to LISP.

1) Specific Advertisements: To improve load balancing, the
IP prefix of a site can be split in two or more parts which then
can be advertised in addition to the full prefix. Due to the
longest prefix match rule, traffic to each prefix will be sent
to the router which advertises this specific prefix. Although
it only advertises slightly more routes, it violates the third
guideline introduced above.
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2) AS Path Prepending: Another method is AS Path
Prepending [12] (ASPP), which prepends the own AS number
multiple times to the AS Path attribute. This makes this path
less attractive to other routers, so that they might choose
another path instead. ASPP is a heuristic method as it is hard
to predict how much traffic will be shifted to other links. It
has been shown that any possible incoming traffic pattern can
be implemented with ASPP [8]. However, it directly violates
the first guideline of predictable traffic flow changes.

Although ASPP is often used for BGP traffic engineering
today, it is highly dependent on the network topology nearby
the examined site. It is not feasible to rebuild an Internet-like
topology to effectively implement ASPP in the scope of this
paper. Hence, we chose not to include ASPP in the evaluation.

C. LISP

In traditional IP networks, an IP address in the Internet
serves two purposes: It defines the identity of a given node
and also defines the location of this node. LISP proposes to
split these two functions of the IP address into different parts:
The Endpoint Identifier (EID), which defines the identity of
the endpoint and the Routing Locator (RLOC), which defines,
where this EID can currently be found. RLOCs are public
routable IP addresses, reachable and advertised in the Default
Free Zone (DFZ), while the EIDs are only routable locally
in the sites. Mapping between EID and RLOC is achieved
through a mapping system, similar to the Domain Name
System (DNS).

The traditional, BGP speaking AS perimeter routers at
each site are replaced by LISP tunnel routers (xTR). This
router is responsible for handling the LISP packets and is
the only device aware of LISP at the site. It consists of two
modules: the ingress Tunnel Router (iTR) is responsible for
handling incoming LISP packets. It strips the LISP header
and forwards the packet natively. The second component is
the egress Tunnel Router, which sends native packet from the
inside over the Internet to the LISP destination, by performing
a LISP mapping lookup and encapsulating the packet using
the RLOC addresses. Proxy Tunnel Routers (PxTR)s connect
LISP sites to the traditional BGP Internet. They use BGP to
announce the EID prefixes of the connected sites to the DFZ to
attract all traffic destined to these sites from the public Internet
and then perform LISP encapsulation.

When a locator-set contains multiple entries, LISP can either
provide an active/backup solution, load balancing, or both.
Entries with lower priority value are strictly preferred over
entries with higher values. With multiple equal-prioritized
RLOCs in a locator-set, the router performs load balancing
based on the relative weight value.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The following two experiments are the main contribution of
this paper. The first experiment compares the load balancing
capabilities of LISP to plain BGP and BGP with more specific
advertisement. We focus on the multi-homed stub AS scenario.
After confirming the architectural advantages of LISP over

Fig. 1: Layer 3 topology of the testbed

BGP, the last experiment is designed to further evaluate the
stability and performance of LISP’s load balancing mechanism
under more dynamic traffic conditions.

A. Setup

To allow accurate comparison between BGP and LISP,
the testbed for the following experiments contains multiple
sending AS and one receiving AS. Each AS contains a virtual
machine emulating multiple traffic senders and receivers.

Most of the traffic entering an AS is typically originated
by only a small fraction of senders and the typical length of
an AS-Path is between 4.2 and 4.5. [12]. Thus, our testbed is
sufficient to emulate real-world conditions. We employ three
sending sites in our topology, one LISP enabled, two BGP
connected.

The next section will introduce the topology of our testbed,
followed by the configuration parameters, used throughout the
experiments.

1) Topology description: Figure 1 shows the Layer 3 topol-
ogy. During all experiments, R1 is connected to the network
via LISP, using R6 as PxTR. R5 provides the mapping system.
R2 and R3 both use BGP, where R2 is single homed and R3
is dual homed. R8 and R9 are the AS perimeter routers of
the target AS. When using BGP, both have a BGP session to
their respective peer. When using LISP, both routers only have
a default route pointing to the peer and use R5/R6 as LISP
service provider devices.

At the receiving site, two servers (receiver 1 & receiver 2)
listen on 30 different IP addresses each, thus representing a
decent amount of receiving clients.

2) Configuration Parameters: To compare the TE methods,
we measure the amount of inbound traffic at R8 and R9. Traffic
is generated using the “D-ITG, the Distributed Internet Traffic
generator” [1].

We assume that all paths have the same characteristics, e.g.,
enough bandwidth, delay etc. To capture the data for analysis,
all perimeter routers send NetFlow [2] data to a management
server, where the flow information is stored and analyzed.
To allow for different experiments, we can tweak different
configuration parameters. The most important parameters are
as follows:

• Layer 4 Protocol: TCP is still the predominate L4 proto-
col [15]. Thus, we choose to use only TCP traffic for our
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experiments. As the 5-tuple hash used by LISP takes L4
information into account, we generate the ports randomly.

• Number of Streams: An important parameter is the num-
ber of streams sent by each sender. This parameter will
be evaluated in the second experiment, while the stream
size is random for all experiments.

• Size of Stream: Every stream has a total traffic volume
associated, which can be considered as the stream size,
composed of the stream duration, the packet rate and the
average size of the packets. In the following experiments
we will choose this randomly.

• Stream Distribution per subnet: The distribution of traffic
among the available IP space is especially important
when advertising more specific prefixes with BGP. This
is evaluated in Experiment 1.

During the next sections, we will discuss the results from
both experiments.

B. Experiment 1: BGP vs. LISP using static traffic

This experiment measures the ability of LISP, plain BGP,
and BGP with specific advertisements to load balance static
traffic patterns. The goal, without loss of generality, is to
provide 50/50 load sharing between both links without manual
reconfiguration between runs. All three senders send a total of
100 streams in groups of 5 streams in parallel. In the first run,
all traffic is sent to receiver 1 in the upper subnet. Each run
10% of the traffic is shifted to receiver 2. The IP addresses
per receiver are chosen randomly from the respective prefixes.
For BGP with specific advertisements the full prefix is split
in two equal prefixes, one advertised by R8, the other one by
R9.

As the scenario is static, the results for BGP are easy to
predict. This is done on purpose to show the main architectural
disadvantage of BGP. For plain BGP both routers announce
their the full prefix to both ISPs. Both links are utilized arbi-
trary depending on external routing decisions. This arbitrary
split will not change during the experiment. For BGP with
more specific advertisements, we expect all traffic to the first
part of the prefix to enter through R8, the other prefix through
R9.

In LISP, both RLOCs are defined in the locator-set and
configured to do 50/50 load sharing (priority 1, weight 1).
In theory, LISP should load-balance the traffic regardless of
the incoming traffic pattern. We expect to see values around
optimal load balance.

1) Results and Discussion: The results are illustrated in
Figure 2. The traffic volume to R8 and R9 is plotted over the
percentage of traffic sent to receiver 1.

As expected, the traffic distribution with plain BGP on R8
and R9 is arbitrary, but constant for all traffic patterns. It
depends solely on the structure of the network. This, in most
cases, will not meet the requirements of the network operator,
especially if the available paths have different properties.

BGP with advertisement of more specific prefixes also
behaves exactly as expected. Because the more specific prefix
is always used, the traffic is sent to the router originating the

Fig. 2: Results for Load Balancing (Experiment 1)

respective prefix. We are well aware that an easy reconfigura-
tion between all runs would have led to a perfect load sharing.
But what if traffic patterns change over time.Also, patterns
might require a split into a very large number of small prefixes.

Now how does LISP compare? As expected, all measure-
ments for LISP are close to the optimum line, we see a
nearly ideal traffic distribution. LISP is close to 50/50 with
47.51/52.49 on average. The standard deviation is very low
with 2.64%. The first results have shown the architectural
disadvantage of BGP with respect to inbound traffic engi-
neering. LISP has shown first promising results and the next
experiment is designed to evaluate LISP under more realistic
traffic conditions.

C. Experiment 2: Vary the number of streams

This experiment further evaluates LISP’s traffic engineering
capabilities using a varying number of inbound streams. We
start by using only a single stream and then increase the num-
ber of streams from 1 up to 100 streams per sender. We also
perform these measurements for all available combinations of
number of senders and number of receivers, which results in
a total of 600 test runs.

The destination address, destination port and the stream size
are random variables to simulate different streams. While the
port is completely random, the IP adress is chosen out of the
30 IP addresses of the respective prefix. The number of parallel
streams is a random number between 1 and 6, calculated
independently for each client.

Again, we expect LISP to load-balance the traffic equally
to both receivers. However, LISP performs load-balancing on
a per-flow basis, therefore we expect the load-sharing to be
instable for a small number of flows. We also expect a higher
deviation with a smaller amount of streams.

1) Results and Discussion: Due to space restrictions, we
only show the results using two receivers in Figure 3. The
traffic distribution between R8 and R9 is plotted against the
number of streams used per sender.

Looking at the measurement results, we see a large deviation
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Fig. 3: Results for load balancing (Experiment 2)

when sending only a few streams. As the number of streams
increases, the values converge to the ideal 50/50 line. To better
understand the results, we calculate the mean square error for
buckets of 10. We find that the mean square error stabilizes
around ±5% with two receiving stations and more than 80
streams. As LISP is expected to be deployed in multi-homed
stub networks, we expect the traffic volume to be quite high. It
is fair to assume that the results would further improve when
using more receiving stations and/or looking at more streams.

In summary, all experiments show the capability of LISP’s
traffic engineering method. If the accuracy can be around 5%
(which is reasonable for most real-world deployments), LISP
offers nearly zero-touch inbound traffic engineering.

IV. RELATED WORK

A lot of research has dealt with incoming traffic engineering
with BGP in the past, and we have seen some of the most
common protocols during the last sections. The prevalence of
BGP has lead to significant interest in these topics. However,
up to this point only a few publication exists regarding LISP
and its traffic engineering capabilities.

LISP is one of the architectural solutions being discussed
by the RRG to build a more scalable inter-domain routing
architecture. It was initially published in 2007 as “work in
progress” [5]. Quoitin et al. evaluated the general benefits of
the Locator/Identifier Separation in 2007 [13]. The authors
evaluate LISP with a special emphasis on routing table size
(shrinking the FIB) and route diversity in the Internet. The FIB
table is greatly reduced when introducing Locator/Identifier
splitting. LISP has also been evaluated in the context of
intradomain traffic engineering [10]. However, neither of these
papers evaluate the traffic engineering capabilities of LISP.

V. CONCLUSION

Current traffic engineering methods of BGP are commonly
heuristic, thus, time-consuming to configure, while only pro-
viding inaccurate results. With the introduction of Loca-
tor/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP), its built-in traffic

engineering methods receive an increasing amount of atten-
tion. In this paper, we have evaluated LISP under various
traffic patterns and compared it to BGP. We found LISP
to provide excellent load-balancing in all our experiments,
with no configuration changes (neither manual nor automatic)
during all the experiments. This is the main difference to
traffic engineering with BGP, which requires configuration
adaptations (automatic, or even worse, manual) to provide even
remotely similar results. In summary, LISP provides superior
load-balancing independent of the current traffic pattern with
minimal configuration effort.
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